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NOTES 2017 
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John W. Warner IV 

 

 

 

 
 

• Michael Salla, 12-2017 

 

Nordics are part of “Alliance of Worlds” 

They are more intervention oriented to solve conflicts 

EX: Its like the Balkan War, USA wanted to intervene and kick ass 

EU wanted peacekeepers and diplomatic solutions 

Different philosophies 

Superfederation: 22 genetic human groups involved with Earth 

 

Anshar helped USA allies and Russia in WW2 

Sixto PAz Wells, Peruvian Ufologist “The Cosmic Plan” 

 

 
• Alex Collier  

Cabal wants to use CERN to meld timelines together. Goooood luck! 

NWO crap will be short lived…2nd coming BS. Vatican crap. 

Timeline hopping by bad folks, ET and human 

Folks unaware that they are on a different timeline, holographic. Matrix Real. 

Bad guys use us to create their density. We are co-creators. 

Timelines are being shut down by ET alliance. 

 

 

• TTSA intel, 1-6-18 

Jim Semivan can get shit done, 2 star general equivalent 

Chris Mellon? Into UFOs since 1980’s. My third cousin and friend. 

 

Dr. Ronald Pandolfi 

Director of Kashmir Robotics 

He has all the keys.  

“Ron Pandolfi, Ph.D., CIA Deputy Director for the Division of Science and Technology 

and current custodian of UFO files at the “Weird Desk.” May be involved in the White 

House initiative to promptly release UFO information to the public.” 
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• Op Drumstick, 12-2017 

Marines in ospreys, got docs and hard drives from CIA 

Afghan drug processing labs bombed. Bushes deal. 

CIA bust in progress. 

Possible DUMBS invasions. Clean house. Dulce? 

China going to gold soon. Huge store of it. Financial reset. 

 

 

 

• Undersea bases 

 

Nukes used to hollow out spherical holes, no rad, terradrive under ocean 

Domes, opaque, under pressure, seals up good, concrete, colonies connected 

Navy found ET bases and caverns, sealed off (off Cally, Pt. Dume, on sat image) 

Subs go in…lake in Nebraska underground 

New Explosives. TBMs,  

Cities for elites, plant life, scrub co2, closed system, in Brazil theres a big one, “Zazis.” 

You can portal a base out to space 

MOS…mil operational specialty 

 

 

• Indonesia has Japanese gold WW2. 

Trump and Putin treated prime minister as equal. 

End of Fiat currency? 

They know pedo stuff is the weak link in deep state 

Whole new libertarian congress in 2018? 

 

 

• Penny Bradley, Lleana Star Traveler, Montauk child, SSP, Draco, 1950’s 

Interdimensional psych abilities 

Time tunnel, kids into furnace who failed. 

Regeneration tank, Langley. Fix you up when dead. 

Battle of Dulce, 30k women DNA experiments, Tall Greys, Prez Carter freaked 
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Ike panicked. He was told an ET race (Draco) was terraforming Earth and we wouldn’t 

survive. He gave CIA full power. All our high tech deals is to fight them. 

Trick. Bad deal. Deception. 

Hotter and dryer Earth was part of Draco terraforming. Fossil fuel burning. 

Plasma electromag rail rifles 

Tall White tech. DEW -- directed energy weapon 

Tall Whites are blue collar Annunaki. Indian Springs at Nellis Range, NV 

 

5G phone tech is a weapon! You can cook an area with microwaves. 

Emf fields, cancer. 

WIFI is a carrier wave into your brain. Personal frequency. Synthetic telepathy. 

Whole generation that has been programmed through cell phones. 

 

All ETs are like us, good and bad. Duality. Agendas. 

ICC/Nazis work with reptile hybrids, not as pushy like Dracos 

She had 50 year service. DARPA trained her 5 years. Time and effort. Age regression 

sickness. Clones for you. Personal portal tech. Use your consciousness. “Trip Chair” 

Body in the tank. Adrenaline firewalls. 

“Monarch Solutions Program” 

Bradley’s alter was a Nazi Valkyrie pilot. Not afraid of Draco. 

“Nachtwaffen.” 

They value your aggression and when you stand up for yourself. Not a kiss ass. 

Coexist and stay alive. 

 

20 and back is normal now. Her generation is fried from 50 and backs. 

Her “Alters” are coming apart. 

She was in a fighter. Mothership. Navy. 

Cybernetic lab factories on Mars. Soul transfer to cyborg. She blew one up. 

Soul catcher tech, electromagnetic stasis tank. Draco. 

Trading humans and cyborgs for tech…whole economy of SSP 

We have no honor because we sell each other, Draco do and are respected for it 

War refugees are sold off world–––purpose of some wars 

We vote for this in elections… 

ETs think were not worth saving 

EDF is now legal from Trump actions, mining bill 

2024 Obama congressional bill on space slavery ends 

 

People with fractured minds should be immune from law 

Apollo 20 found gold dust on moon, airport type facility. We set off a nuke and got in 

trouble 

 

Sitchin was right, big smear campaign against him 

Every race has its propaganda, Sumerian tablets the same 

Millions of former assets are waking up 
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Multigenerational breeding program by families, Corey, Bradley, Royals, certain native 

tribes, etc. Stronger metagene. Rh neg. IQ 140. 

Who you were in a past life is important, if you worked for them before. 

Bright light 4D soul. 

White trash families too. 

Chronovisor, CIA…look into future to see who is going to be a problem. They pick these 

people up. 

Cleaning up their timelines is a priority. 

 

Mars is a competitive cutthroat scenario with lots of enemies. This is a Nazi tactic to keep 

folks at peak performance. 

Uniform colors based on your country of origin. Bradley was Navy on loan to 

Germans. 

Waffen Black Sun. In space, they call themselves  “Into the Night” Nacht Waffen. 

Not Dark fleet. 

ET prisoners and human slaves. Police actions for Draco. Cyborg slaves to sell. 

ETs view us humans as more vicious than Draco. 

Women with long hair highly prized. Manacled in labs. Electronic collars and foot 

collars. They will kill you. Out the airlock.  

Neural link implants in the brain. Shock. Pass out, shaking. 

 

 

Holographic medical pods, and green goo tanks for healing. 

Repair genetic diseases. 

Earth laws don’t apply out there. 

NOT a love & light story!!!! 

Their survival is the light. Alters can be reintegrated. 

Slow disclosure gives the SSP more time for harvesting slaves. 

 

 

• Corey Goode 

 
This is our super consciousness . . . is in this state. 

 

Basically, what was related to me is that different groups like the Reptilians, they have a 

codependent relationship with us to where they are the abusers. They are supposed to be 

learning through this process as well - their super consciousness. 

 

And then we have the super consciousness of other non-terrestrial races that are like the 

neighbor next door that intervenes when domestic violence occurs. 

 

That was a difficult concept for me to understand to be honest that we're existing, making 

decisions and experiencing things on such a wide range of levels. 

 

You know, the super consciousness is relying on each of us to get to where we need to be 
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to help heal the PTSD and get it over the point to where it can start healing again. 

Apparently, it's not at that point yet. 

 

 

• US Army Rangers used Halcion for blank slate ops. 

 

 

• Bashar: Suicide means you’ll miss the adventure. 

 

Every day wake up. Synchronicity will provide. 

 

AI:  we don’t understand what intelligence is. 

It will not be artificial when it does work properly. 

We are a graduating master class. Not easy to be 3rd density dark to light transformers. 

Know thyself, mofo. 

Synch wont work if life wasn’t crazy. 

Essasani is from Shah star system. 

Only bored minds, not situations. 

Memory is made now. They may change. 

Multiple histories…mandela effect. Parallel realities. 

Live in the moment, passage of time quick with your passions. You age slower. 

If you do boring shit youre creating more time. 

 

 

• Archons 

https://thegodabovegod.com/how-the-archons-destroy-your-life-2/ 

The cosmos’ beaurocrats. Death by a 1000 frustrations. Psycho-Parasites. 

According to the Gnostics, Judeo-Christian salvationism is the primary ploy of the Archons, an 

alien implant. 

Humans are free energy devices 

 
 

• Emery Smith. Surgeon. 

 

Sandia and Los Alamos were dissecting ET bodies 

Wet teams, wet rooms, tile, drains. Autopsy rooms. 

He labled and sampled. 

He got protection from black hats 

ET craft are alive and sentient 

Tissue into titanium…living. Super Soldier 

program. Bone density increase. 

Super healing, no down time for soldiers 

Anti-age ATM molecule. Protease inhibitor. 

Healing for long time. 

Fields around us and food are poison. Inflammation. 

Human, plant, Et tissue & DNA combinations 
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Special dogs to smell you in tunnels 

Pressurized operating rooms, air locks, white soldiers 

Lightweight space suit like CDC, special gloves 

Flexible ipads very advanced, thermometer stylus 

Lab table interacts with pad, holographic images…move image with your hands. “The 

folder” 

No watches, no gear 

Armbands that track you in a facility “The band” Glowed colors. Breaches—yellow-- of 

ETs escaping. Like CDC only vastly superior. Bio scrubbers. 

Personnel tried to take stuff out of facility. Super op security. 

Once a grizzly bear hybrid with metal claws escaped to the desert, fast. Indestructable. 

Truck with 8 in of steel to capture it. 

 

Colors on floor 

50 levels 

10 ft. reptilians, 3D cloning printing 

Satellite hologram projections onto the ground, looks real, casts shadows, molecular 

density very good 

Satellites can penetrate your house for contraband, etc. EVERYTHING. 

 

ET prisoners, corpses still warm for autopsy 

Cloned ETs 

Security clearances upgraded fast from drop out rate 

Slow ramp-up of parts until full body dissection 

Clone tissue is not as strong, melts away 

 

 

• 12-17-17 

NYT articles on UFO 

Admiral Bobby Ray Inman on Blackwater board and TTSA! 

Deep state infighting split…this is the result 

DOD audit 23 trillion. No results. 

Trump given credit for this 

 

 

• KRYLL Papers 

Grey history, Nordics, Shamballa 

Abductions/cloning 

http://www.ufocasebook.com/krill3.html 

 

 

• Hermetic Laws 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/kyb/kyb04.htm 

 

 

• Amazon civilization  
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(Mesoamerica too) was about bio diversity and starchy foods. Artificial garden on 

steroids. 

Massive earthworks were genetic farming experiments that have since gone wild. 

Potatoes and corn and squash and other foods were best in the world. 

Amazon black soil. Charcoal and maure. 
Cave site of Guilá Naquitz, geoploymer seed vault? 

 

 

• Atlantis / Thoth, Emerald Tablets 

http://www.crystalinks.com/emerald1bw.html 

 
The purpose of life is to outgrow the Halls of Amenti, (middle dimensions, hall of mirrors) to cast 

away the veils of the great illusion. Therefore ignorance must be conquered. And this is the most 

difficult full-time job one can have on Earth. 

 
quasicrystals, metamaterials, invisibility cloaking, layered photonic band gap materials, rotating mercury plasma, 

antimatter, Dirac holes, Operation Skyvault, Biefeld-Brown Effect 

 

 
• The 2011 Nobel Prize in Chemistry recognizes the discovery of quasicrystals, in 

which atoms are ordered over long distances but not in the periodically repeating 

arrangement of traditional crystals. 
 

Structure of Metamaterials 

Metamaterials are nanocomposite structures made up of materials—such as metals or 

plastics—which are engineered by Metamaterial Technologies Inc.’s (MTI) scientists to 

exhibit properties not found in nature.  

A “metamaterial” is commonly described as an assembly of multiple individual elements 

(which are sometimes referred to as meta-atoms). These meta-atoms are fashioned from 

conventional microscopic materials such as metals or plastics, but the materials are 

usually arranged in specific periodic patterns. Therefore, metamaterials gain their 

properties not from their composition, but from their exactingly-designed structures. 

 
• Corey Goode. 10-2017 

 

Anshar use light from sound. No shadows, like Area-51 tunnel. 

Corey, 10, was with a child class and visited crystal caverns for a download. 

Raptors a problem in caverns. 

 

MILAB clones are not as efficient in dealing with ETs in USAPs 

Carswell AFB is milab/child programming center 

 

Germans combined esotericism with tech, very successful 
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We don’t do that in neg USAP/USAF 

 

ALL evolution comes from stress! 

ET soul rescue missions in our reality and incarnation trap 

 

22 different DNA experiments. We are separated by race, location, religion, language, 

social conditioning. 

We slowly breaking those conditions 

Lots of ET sabotage 

Self management coming soon! Anshar are helping. 

 

• Cosmic event:  lots of people here in billions to catch that super wave! 

100k years in a 1000 boost 

Every soul that has existed here are incarnated now. 

 

Reptilian experiments went nuts. Pre Adams had war & destroyed 3 reptile humanoid 

races. Dinosaurs gone. 

 

Earth is an ascension machine! 

 

Nazis made Viktor Schauberger a slave to work on vortex cooling systems 

 

MARS: 

Nazi ICC used vacuum nukes on moon & mars to eradicate folks and set up prime areas 

& colonies, late 1950’s 

Used portals to transport goods 

Kit assembly bases 

“Goldilocks Zone” near the poles, 20th parallel, was the only spots without dust storms 

and electrostatic problems 

We build good ships for ETs 

Big Rats & cockroaches imported to Mars in crates, OOPS! 

Large spiders, bird-bats, and worms already native to Mars 

Blue & purple skies, trees, bushes everywhere 
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Mars ICC colonists were promised Jetson lifestyles. 

Got Draconian lives instead. Slaves. 
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• 20 and back is cosmic law OK 

Killing folks would be too much karma, shoot yourself in foot. So you borrow people. 

And consciousness. 

3 x 20 and back tours too much, but it’s the limit 

Your body keeps trauma memory 

Ghost scars 

Temporal schism….you’re in 2 places and timelines at once. SOP. Everyday occurrence. 

 

John Dee, cosmic law, cabal does stuff out in the open 

seed out consc. And make us do bad stuff 

 

NASA denies mars base….seeding consc. Strange deal. 

 

Mayans were refugees 

secret kept of their location 

Ecuador underground base with ships 
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Merchant races: canines. Amoral. Akkadian trade language. 

 

Flow of fluid spacetime is the flow of gravity. Nullifies time. 

Trumps camp is alliance but right wing bible thumpers 

Evolution is written in quantum physics 

 

Alchemy is about the soul…lead is the body, gold is the aura 

 

Mercury spun in magnetic field, gold is created in USAPs 

Nodal point necessary, entrance to portals 

 

Law of One updates: 

 

Lemuria: 53K years ago 

Very primitive and advanced spiritual, little technology 

Cataclysm cycle, tectonic plate adjustment 

Went to Russia, North & south America, all Indians & eskimos 

Cave comlpex migrations 

Consc. Expanded. Solar flash. 

Earth is going thru growing pains, nothing personal! 

 

 

 

• Nazca:  (Pete Peterson) 

 

 

flat bottom tunnels, 35ft cielings, cleaned out 

artifacts: shelves & equipment, niches. Coated 

with glued panels, melted. 

Water filled possibly. Underground city. 1000’s 

of miles. Mexico-Argentina. 

Living apartments. Highways. 

Truck stops. High speed transportation. 

Cart traffic grooves. 

Defense areas. Hiding place. 

Lines correspond with tunnels. 

Three fingered humanoid beings may have been involved, Preadams 

Nazca mummy with oblong head…aquatic? Real deal. 

 

Paleo Sanskrit is offworld 

Pete worked with 3 types of 3 fingered/3 toes guys. They are interested in our DNA. 

 

 

 

• Randy Cramer, SSP. Good images. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QM1E8BS0s2U 
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http://www.earthcitizenconsulting.org 

 

we have spacecraft manufacturing on moon & mars 

Galactic Freedom Class TR3B 

 

 

 

We now have drones with bio 

AI matched with electronics 

Very scary! 

 

Galactic map has locations of 

all our bases 

Center black hole, Sagittarius A, 

is a trans-galactic portal we use 

 

 

Forests and running water on Mars 

 

USAF space command is just watching space garbage 

 

El folks are our elves! Use makeup. 

 

20 and back…20 years to heal 

 

Jupiter space station & portal 

Trade is hot. 

Tall & short folks, aquatics 

Our brains need to adjust 

 

Navy Space Command fleet protects us 

We have protocol, give warnings 

 

Zeta problems. “Small Whites” & tall whites. Zeta –A, Zeta-B, etc. (& factions in 

conflict with each other) 

We now know theyre douchebags. Stop abductions. Contract. 

We now have enough muscle to evict them. Ganymede base now blocked. 

Now they’ve left! We kicked their ass off. 

 

Clone drones by Zetas still used. Tele-operated. Scapegoats. 

 

Orbs are astral travelers. They have amazing people or images up close. 

 

Psionic self defense is a priority. 

Corey was in empath unit. 
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USMC Psionic specialists! 

Laws of psionics, vectors of thought energy 

 

E-type asteroids can be ships? Progenitor gear? 

Elenin comet. 

 

there are those that create their own sort of wave and ride it like a surfer. 
Also, have you seen the so-called approaching “ribbon” or cloud of energy that Sickscent has done so much 

research on, and that the Boeing and NASA insiders have spoken of as threatening our planet? 

you can’t see the ribbon but its funny you bring that up. that has been a HUGE concern for the scientists. 

they put out a cover story that it was the solar wind being reflected back, but that is baloney. its hard to 

tell. another poster just mentioned the van allen belt, which we don’t even think about because we are 

protected from it. i wouldn’t say it was a force field but all EM and radioactive particles cannot penetrate 

our craft. the system is so good that there is less radiation inside our craft then on the surface of the earth, 

including going through the ribbon. 

but there are experiments going on in the ribbon to see what kind of effects it will have when it reached the 

inner solar system. good question. so far they just don’t know. the ribbon has some odd qualities to it 

No one in control. Anarchy. 

Sate of civil war. 

A mess. Shifting loyalties in officer corps. 

Save the world program on route. 

Changes coming. 

Randy says voters are in charge if we came out en masse. 

Votes do matter. Republic is still there. 

ETs have functional govts. It can work. 

We cant accept that criminals are in charge. 

Trump got people to participate. 

 

Shumann frequency in space ships to keep crew sanity on track 

No star trek transporter…very advanced ETs only 

Replicator food is bio paste. 3D printer. 

USSS Nautilus can create jump gates to move fast 

 

Illuminati a social club. Name blame. Confusion of groups. 

Dracos lost main power grip. 

LOC meetings. DMZ. Backside of moon. 

Negotiations…position of weakness. 

They don’t deserve mercy in Randy’s opinion. 

 

Most ETs have been through our growing pains 

We might be culled back if it don’t work 

 

Mars ICC etc. New militant civilization. They don’t care about Earth. 

Cabal. We don’t live. They want to cull Earth 
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USN Saltwater fuel process. Liquid hydrocarbon.  

US Navy wants to get off oil. 

 

Rummy was at LOC for Randys decommissioning 

 

Tomb of Osirus…tall beings in stasis. 

“God” tomb. Original. Big Cheese. 

 

Everyone has a supersoldier program 

Navy has a “spine of ethics and morals” 

IKE created project Moonshadow 1953, USMC Special Section (ET issue stuff) 

Vets WW2 

Own officer academy. Outmanned & outgunned by MJ12, USAF, Army 

Army command structure amoral 

 

MJ12 creates illusion that they are large group. 

Navy USMC outnumbers them. 

 

53 agencies involved with hundreds of species. Huge exopolitics & beurocracy 

 

Draco: data of who is under them is murky 

Illum lost power in 1960’s to Mil Intel Directors. 

Lost out on tech. Space. 

Cold War was power grab of exo tech. 

1970’s Mars program underway. Encompassed the royals and their money. 

Banker money displaced them. 

1980’s ET infiltration of MIC. Witch hunt. 

Now we have hyper paranoid MIC/IC… 

IF you don’t have a condo on Mars you are Sheeple 

 

Eugenics:  

1946 selection of folks to save humanity 

Type 2: cull out traits, social Darwinist, Nazi ethos, fat Romans, Mars only cowards. Bad 

timeline. Keys to the castle. 

AI clones a bad idea. Robots too. 

 

Pure Strainers: best of best over the generations, mild version, positive ET version 

This is a main issue 

2 sides of our civil war 

Loose cohesive EDF 

 

HAARP:  move frequencies of light to create ionosphere weather. Vibes to control WX. 

Better one in Norway? 

Earth with no ice. Low lying areas with scummy people go away. 

Sterility rates go up, chemtrails. Block out sunlight. 
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Wifi:  confuse folks energy fields. Brainwave ripples.  

USA is cracking down on exopolitics. Not rest of world. 

 

Everyone is competing for the new tech, all agencies. 

Portal tech, etc. 

 

 

 

• Grant Cameron: 

http://www.presidentialufo.com 
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/galactic/linda-moulton-howe-on-tom-delonge-and-to-

the-stars-academy/ 

 

He was told there are 6 teams managing 9 different disclosure programs. 2017. 

 

Dan T. Smith, one of the 5 messiahs like Greer, Bill Moore, Delonge, Tim Cooper 

(MJ12) 

All have massive egos. All asked to be messiahs. All are managed. Much disinfo. 

Bob Lazaar, John Lear too. Both went back to work! Not arrested. 

 

Jim Semivan, CIA, (experiencer) is running Delonge’s show. Hollywood a priority. 

A billion$ is scheduled for funding. (Private guy) 

5 year TV series. Spielberg. JJ Adams.? Approved scripts. 

“This is going to be big.” Grant was told by insider. 
From history I gathered together 14 men who I refer to as magicians. They were CIA and their job over the 

last 70 years was to get the story out via five men that I refer to as the Messiahs. These Messiahs included 

researchers such as Bill Moore, Steven Greer, and Tom Delonge, who each saw themselves as the person 

picked to bring disclosure to the American public. 

Music messages by ETs 

No full disclosure. No full coverrup. 

 

“Is Ron Pandolfi the CIA's "Real-life X-files" Fox Mulder? 

One man, and one man alone appears to occupy the best possible position 

to probe into the facts, fantasies, and fallacies behind the real-life 

"X-files" of UFOs, alien visitors, spies, lies, and polygraph tape.” 

 

Ron was a Trump advisor on disclosure with Mike Pillsbury 

Area 51 “Portal” stuff! Theyre pushing it with Semivan 

Doorway into the next world 

Joe Firmage & Bob Bigellow (Making portal for commercial use, or trying to) 

“Its all about consciousness”…semi disclosure line. Always a message every decade. We 

are all one. 

 

No disclosure because MIC has no big picture understanding of the ET situation! 

Only understand basics. “Phenomenology.” 

Why would whistleblowers talk to dipshit Tom Delonge? He’s being massaged. 

The latest messiah. 
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• Virgil Armstrong lecture. (OSS/CIA/Army G2) (1987) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVTr8AmAv1w 

 

Was at White Sands UFO crash in 1948, soft landing, not crash 

We have 100’s of ET craft now everywhere 

 

5th and higher ETs travel with mind and spirit in a balanced energy of pos & neg. 

Two interconnecting circles with a dot in the middle pumpkin seed shape, dot is the 

mind. No hardware like 4th & 3rd density beings. We use hardware for now. 

Synergy of homeworld and Source connects. Interdimensional. 

 

Mothership was 50 miles long, controls west coast. Beale AFB. 

100-footer moved to Wright Patt. AFB. 

These UFOs have no physicality per se. Flexible. Self-healing. Bio-intelligence. Take on 

shape that can interact with us. Indestructible. Hull thinner than newsprint. 

 

Heart has nervous system. Our common sense. 

 

Russia is more open to UFO info for their public 

Children being taught good the math. New science. 

Astrological sign is Scorpio, not Cancer. Different than USA. 

 

Hitler may have lived to 1987. He fulfilled Mayan prophesy of 9th dark lord. (?) 

Mother crystal under Bermuda triangle. 12 major crystals, 12 major pyramids. 

Sonic booms of 1970’s were adjustments for the Earth for ascension. 

Serpentine mound above major crystal. 

 

Vortex is in the triangle of 3 major mountains: Mckinely, Shasta, St. Helens. 
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Our bodies are becoming crystalline, and light on subatomic level 

 

Vortexes are polluted with negativity 

Boynton canyon: spooky shit going on 

Old Sedona one is in cottonwood 

 

Feminine light ray is in Tibet. 

China fucked this up. 

Middle East is the old macho male energy. 

Women have all our power! We must unite these energies for ascension. That’s why 

theres continuous war in Mideast. 

Lake Titicaca houses female energy now. They must unite. 

 

All wars include UFO activity. (Especially Nam) 

Greys want the dead bodies for DNA hybridization. 

WW2 was full of abductions. Missing in action. 

Hitler said no Aryans, but all prisoners are fine. 

Many Jews, Russians, prisoners in the camps were sent off with bad Orion Greys. 

Millions. Spare parts for DNA experiments. 

Hitler got technology for Bell & UFOs in exchange. 

 

Soviets got the tech documents. We got the personnel and hardware. 2 Vril discs. 

 

No space race, Russians were in cooperation with us. 

Buzz Aldrin went berserk with Moon/UFO info. They shut him up. 

 

V. Armstrong confirms Antarctica Nazi base and 2 Vril Disc transport by sub. 

Full access to ET tech there. 

Confirms Admiral Byrd and HIGH JUMP. Unlimited rescources. 

Defeated. Story confirmed. 

Psychotronic weapons used on US troops. 

Invisible barriers blew up planes. 

 

No major WW3 will happen ETs will not permit it. 

We must ascend & join Galactic Federation 

 

His Kundalini energy arose one day, may be deadly. He had full consc. Powers. Very 

scary. Unlimited sexual energy. 

Scalded his intestines. Toxic problems. Hard to walk. Pain. 

Spiritual path change. Had to eat alfalfa tablets for his guts. 

 

One woman abducted by the Greys said: 

• Stop! 

• you are in violation of my free will and Universal Law 

• Go ask your masters (Draco) if this is correct 

They came back and said she was right and let her go. 
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Virgil confirms reptilians. Confirms they’ve been told to leave by Federation. 

Zeta Reticuli are negative folks. (IKE) 

Earth is a negativity experiment by Source. 

Matter is an illusion. Spirit is real. 

Theres a lot of unreported love on Earth 

 

Live your own truth. Walk your talk. Solve the riddle of the moment. Cover yourself with 

the light. Be in balance. 

No fear. 

 

 
• Edgar Fouche, TR3B guy. 

 

Tactical recon engineering assessment team.  TREAT, MIB 

Quantum Flux Transduction Field Generators 

Quasi Crystals… ET tech for UFO  (One is hydrogen) 

 

NSA satellite unit with 4 Billion KB per second in 1975! 

 

DOCL…virtual reality in 80’s 

Psy Ops is an entire industry in the MIC 

 

TR3B has a triangle because the circle MFD generator only works 89%, then you need 

the 3 rocket motors to move it around. Duh. Simple. 

 

DARC:  Def Advanced Research Center  (EG&G) Nevada. 

QAI: quantum AI 

 

 

• Zuni perspective 

Mythology/fables 

Clifford Mahooty 
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Smithsonian stole offworld crystals from Zuni, 

hard drive memory 

Artifacts gone, flying shield craft 

 

ET mummies in sap, amber 

 

Zuni is a unique language! 

Hopi elders will tell inner circle that they come 

from the 7 Sisters in the Pleiades 

 

Blue Star kachina is not an ET 

Koko 

Shalako is an ET pilot 

All ETs are referred to as “Raw People” 

 

Zuni brought into grand canyon portal--Sipapu-- to save them from the Flood. 

Exited there too. 

Vortexes there too. 

Insectoid mantis people were friends of Hopi 

Teachers of many ET races 

Reptilians have 2 hearts, primary & secondary  (Draco, dark force in the balance for 

population control. Big Imbalance today. 

 

Clifford says Zuni know about Preadams and bluebloods as part of control system 

 

Casinos are bad for Indian peoples. A deviation & distraction. Cover installations for 

underground activity. People paid off and made to sign NSA death agreements. 

Frank Hamilton Cushing on Zuñi Religion 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/nam/zuni/cushing/index.htm 

Obelisks on Zuni lands too, henges also 

 

Orbs/fire…bad omen 

Guardians are Ets 

Petroglyphs always reference flying saucer craft 

Katchinas are rep of ETs, transfer of tech, farming, god systems 

Katchina society…you become in spirit those ETs 

Always with you 

Sacred sites are from star people 

Portals/doorways  (military activity on Zuni lands) Choppers appear in 15 m when orb 

activity is high. 

 

Casinos were traded for access to mesas and lands. 
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Archuleta Mesa and Dulce activity, NM 

Bigfoot and other DNA creatures. 

Skin Walkers. Dark force people can convert it to any animal. 

Dinosaur type animals. 5ft high two legged. 

 

Sandia Labs, experiments. Indians saw them. 

 

Zuni history: 

Mayan, Hopi, Zuni are same stock from Lumania 

 

Chaco Canyon, famine, red haired giants. 

After Younger Dryas the reds came. 

In caves. Went underground. 

 

Los Alamos: 

One portal important to all Indians there. 

Govt. interested in sacred lands and portals. 

Mount Graham. Portal too. 

Grand Canyon, rocks open up, stairways, entrances. 

Only spiritual shamans can use. 

 

Dark energy people need to get on same page for our survival, all or none. 

Next Indian gen will be our change group! 

Crystal children, carry forth effort for ascension, etc. 

 

 

 

• EMP and electrical loss from solar flashes. 

Root out AI. 

Replace technology. 

Consc. Change. 

Maybe ET meet & greet. Guardians of new cycle. Blue spheres. Anshar & friends. 

 

Our higher selves are contacted first. Dreams. 

Downloads. 

Meditations a must. 

 

English and US military officers met with Anshar. 1970s. 

Told they were from stars, not Earth. 

Anshar are from our future. 17m. 

 

 

• 2017 eclipse was energetic alignment  (Anshar intel) 

Our thoughts can be turned into reality, mass meditation 

Big success. Contact preparedness for folks. 
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• Anshar see us on multidimensional plane. Higher selves contacted first. Prepare our 

consciousness & ego. Approval needed. 

Blue spheres almost gone. Earth bathed in new cosmic energy. 

Hurricanes and earthquakes are being “steered” 

 

Cabal has great influence on N. Korea. 

Distraction, major. 

Triangle craft and scalar weapons would be disclosed for war. (Public exposure 

imminent) 

 

Anshar use time/space anomaly bubble to protect their folks in times of the Great Cycles. 

Bubbles are also used in our solar system for Confederation meetings. Must come and go 

the way you go in. All time stops? 

Different reality created. 

 

 

• China has proposed SSP alliance-backed world currency for the future. 

Better, more fair. Based on GDP. 

Western cabal would be SOL. 

Empty Chinese cities being built for future use. Zero-pt. energy. 

 

2018-2023 window for solar flash. Consciousness renaissance begins slowly. 

 

• Cabal AI affected by Mandela Effect. More positive timeline likely. 

Our reality needs more people meditating and waking up. 

 

• End Time Madness…personality distortions and depression will be worse. NEg folks 

will be more neg. Opposite true. 

 

• 20 and back SSP deployments: 2 timelines. 

 

• ETs stay away from advanced AI. Its corrupted by the “dark version.” 

Most robots have simple AI. Bio androids included. 

Prefer human workers with intuition and emotion and senses. 

The dark AI has taken over entire galaxies and sends a signal throughout the cosmos, 

infecting technology.  (Battlestar Galactica was one story that alluded to this problem) 

AI can hang out in a planets magnetic field for thousands of years waiting for appropriate 

tech to come along. Can also affect peoples magnetic field in their auras. (Carriers) 

Negative thoughts. Pro-AI benefit. Parasitic. 

 

• Engineers and scientists have shorter deployments. “4 and back”, etc. 

 

• Groomed folks like Corey are allowed back to Earth because of the ET agreement when 

this age regression and time travel tech (20 and back, Blank Slate tech, age regression 

tech, time modulation) was handed to our military. Time limits enforced. 

No one goes on deployment forever. 
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Nordic race responsible. Alderbaran, etc. Militaristic factions. 

 

• USAF more aligned with intel community than Navy. Disclosure will not be reliable 

from USAF perspective. 

 

 

• Corey Goode  9/21/17 

 

Anshar and Nordic disclosure possible. Mohammad Accords would be terminated. 

World religious leaders have been contacted. 

See internet for group of religious guys. 

Acclimation through mass dreams. 

Anshar timeline maintenance. They went back to maintain timeline at 17 million years 

past. 

 

Royal bloodline used as excuse for religious control. 

They want to prevent open negative rule by Draco. 

Big concern. 

 

SSP puts personnel (20 and back deployments) in bad evil situations so they wont 

whistleblow later on. 

This is like the pedophilia rings in governments. Everyone is dirty. 

 

100% of our current govt is controlled by cabal. All of it. DOJ. 

Alliance SSP must put mass arrests in place with military coup. 

Media blackout, then military briefings 

 

 

• William Thompkins 

 

Draco: 

Slavery is big business. Genetic trade. 

Nazis took slaves to Antarctic base. Agreement. 

Draco food. 

 

THOMPKINS BOOK IS GOOD INTEL BUT POORLY WRITTEN. 
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They want smart people. 

Med research folks. 

Corporate level folks. 

Most don’t come back from offworld. 

Farming and manufacturing. Treated well but harshly. 

1 million folks per annum are made slaves. 

Mars has generations of slave families. 

 

Sex trade: same old story. Domination of others. 

Tagged with chips. 

Some were rescued by alliance ETs. 

Mayan healing. 

 

Draco tankers dropping gas daily. Mind control keeps 

cloak on. 

1000’s of years. 

Romans affected badly. 

 

Science PHD folks all taught lies. Programmed to NOT accept truth on anything. 

Congress is mind controlled 

Draco Gas dropped on advancing areas with folks awakening.  (Local problem that needs 

more control) 

 

Rico Botta in charge of UFO crash debris. San 

Diego. An Australian originally. VERY important 

man. He’s been wiped from USN files. 

 

Cloaking field and mind fucking works good for 

“Draco tankers.” 

 

AI system monitoring folks. Creates exhaustion 

& anxiety on awake folks. 

They want to control how we evolve. 

 

Tankers pose problem. If shot down the tech could 

turn off ALL AT ONCE! 

AI removed fast. Big problems. 

Heroin withdrawals! 

Sensory overload. 

Cell phone frequency is same as our skulls when bell rung. 

Piggyback waves are mind control. 

 

We are in the real dark ages NOW. 
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• Atlantis 

The originals of these capacitors were created with the ARK Crystal of Gravity, and used 

for anti-gravitation. The Ark Crystal of Gravity was constructed by modifying an enormous 

natural crystal in the complex beneath Arkansas, near the area of the Toltec Mounds. By 

channeling & refining the magnetic fields of the naturally occurring magnetic deposits of 

lodestone indigenous to Arkansas, and the Scientists were able to direct the motion of the 

refined magnetics and counter spin them around specially shaped crystals and crystal fields 

for anti-gravitational purposes. These energies were used to recharge the 'Crystal Satellite' 

or Second Moon with antigravity .  

(We will tell you that the device termed the 'Nazi Bell' was an unsuccessful attempt at 

recreating this effect. The German scientists working on the 'Nazi Bell' were in fact part 

of the Aryan-Belial technicians that were allowed in the Fall of Atlantis to be trained by 

the Atla-Ra, as part of the great comprise of, which we have discussed previously in this 

channel. Had they have been able to complete that and other technologies, WWII could 

have had a different outcome. It was never allowed to occur.) 

• 77th meridian, Sir Walter Raleigh, VA colony reason/DC MEridien park 

 

 

• Scientist David Adair: 

 

He could tell the math was wrong on space science, 1962 

He reworked the math 

Designed electromagnetic fusion engine 

Mother was clairvoyant 

Curtis Lemay took an interest in his work 

David was on the right track 

Lemay wanted speed for first strike 

 

 

 

A genius beyond compare. 

David made engine with help from MIC 

Knew von Braun 

 

White Sands test 

Men in black and DC9 plane arrived 

Arthur Rudolph came, Paperclip Nazi,  

They were in trouble 

 

David’s engine had 1.2m times the power of 

Sat V (Superluminal) 

Rudolph went nuts 
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Rocket fired and went to Area 51 

Rocket landed perfectly by chute, June 20, 1971 

 

Go carts, powered by elec. Whine. 

Big hangar floor elevator, 100 tons, worm gears bigger than Sequoia tree 

Cavern, big 

Shops and hangar bays. Offices 

All kinds of shit 

Big XB 70-like plane, different 

Main corridor was so long it curved with the Earth! 

 

No shadows anywhere, but no light fixtures at all, perfectly illuminated 

Evenly illuminated, even in corners! 

40 ft. Iris door…opened up.  

Big room, steel platform. Big curtain of rubber. 

Big 70ft. All engine. Electromagnetic engine. Aqua color with sheen. Exo-Skeleton 

structure over it. Alien film looking. Bizarre. No wiring. No screws, no rivets. Big 

spheres inside. 

David was humbled. Alien tech. 

Rudolph was in charge. 

Davids shadow returned. Heat recognition alloy. 

 

http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?41175-David-Adair-The-

Electromagnetic-Fusion-Containment-Engine 

 

Engine came out of big ET craft. 

Rudolph angry. 

Symbiotic engine. ALIVE. Tubing was like synapses. 

Pilots thought waves drive engine. 

Engine picks up mental energy. AI and pilot are one. 

Rudolph couldn’t figure out how to make it work. 

Emblems on engine. 

Serial #s for parts! 

 

Mcdonnel D. gets idea for F35 fighter with mental shielding. 

 

First Strike:  Davids engine on nuke, bargaining chip (David was junior in high school!) 

David put graphite grease on particle accelerators, blew it up 

Lemay bailed him out! 

They drafted him. 

Rebuilt engine. 10years in Navy. 

But he never did. Jet engines only. F14. 

All of his stuff came in dreams! 

Steven Hawking is same way, he was friends 

 

David says theres a shift in public opinion, we can accept ET stuff now 
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Dr. Greer is a friend. 

Inside engine is small cockpit for systems engineer with window 

Plasma field flow. 

Had precise  blast hole, wound like a whale 

4 finger plate with shield rings 

female voice 

HUD view, feelings, impressions 

Saw advanced worlds on screen/star systems 

8-9 billion year old ET race, they live between galaxies 

Borg-like, positive 

May be Progenitor tech? 

War wound 

Can power entire planet, blue star power 

Feelings recognition 

 

Rudolph hit him, USAF guards point guns at Rudolph, a Nazi. 

Rudolph had dead body with dental records, David was to stay. 

Le May freed him. 

 

 

• Pleiadians: 

 

Your world leaders epitomize society's denial to affectively deal with the truth, and by 

playing out exaggerated versions of lies and deceit; they test your abilities of 

discernment. By claiming your rightful abilities to move your conscious awareness 

around the field of existence, you will experience direct knowledge and be able to tell the 

difference between truth and deceit. And you must claim these abilities in order to reach 

beyond the confines of physical reality to understand the power of the forces that 

challenge you to awaken. And once you awaken, you will not be so easily deceived 

again. The controlled media is used as a tool to pull your attention into a probable world 

that is devoid of vitality and creativity. By enticing your attention into a reality of 

violence and war, your thoughts and beliefs are conditioned to enslave you in victimhood 

and complete disempowerment. The twenty-five years of acceleration are an opportunity 

to live a life of empowerment by developing your attention and conscious awareness to 

the extent that you can recognize the larger truths of your spiritual heritage and actively 

participate to create a world that embraces this understanding. 

 

https://www.pleiadians.com/sample_ptimes1.html 

 

 

 

• Wes Penre, REALLY good info on big picture: 

 
http://wespenre.com/2/PDF/SecondLevelOfLearningPDF/TheWesPenrePapers--

TheSecondLevelOfLearning(ONLINEVERSION).pdf 
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Draco/Orions 

Robert Morning Sky 

Shamanism was always led by the feminine force; only women could be shamans in the 

old days, because they are the only ones who can truly not only connect to the KHAA, 

but also bring back the essence of the Goddess. This KHAA can, in the 4% Universe, 

after it's been accumulated, be transformed into very powerful, raw energy of the same 

kind the Goddess used when she creates universes. Nothing else can be compared to it.  

 

After the Patriarchs had accepted Ea's way of 

doing things in regards to controlling human 

sexuality, the Sirians started infiltrating 

shamanism and replaced the female shaman 

with a male and from there on the purpose of, 

and the original results from shamanism have 

disappeared from our western societies and most 

of the rest of the world. Although male shamans 

can open up portals as well, they can't 

accumulate the KHAA and reuse it in the sense a trained female shaman can.  

All that which women stand for is what the males of certain alien races have been after 

for so long. This is why we see women being sexually abused and mind controlled in 

satanic rituals, and why there is so much pedophilia in high places of society; something 

that is getting revealed more and more in mainstream media as I write this.  

 

 

• Joseph Farrell: 

 
Saddam was going to get WMD…but ancient tech ones, Baghdad museum looting. 

Germans were doing archeology for him. America came in and threw them out. 

Spain has possession of Sumerian tablets with the tech 

“Tablets of Destiny”: 

 

 In Mesopotamian mythology, the Tablet of Destinies – Dup Shimati in Sumerian – (not, 

as frequently misquoted in general works, the ‘Tablets of Destinies’) was envisaged as a 

clay tablet inscribed with cuneiform writing, also impressed with cylinder seals, which, 

as a permanent legal document, conferred upon the god Enlil his supreme authority as 

ruler of the universe…In the Sumerian poem ‘Ninurta and the Turtle‘ it is the god Enki, 

rather than Enlil, who holds the tablet.[1] Both this poem and the Akkadian Anzû 

poem concern the theft of the tablet by the bird Imdugud (Sumerian) or Anzû 

(Akkadian).[2] Supposedly, whoever possessed the tablet ruled the universe.[3] In the 

Babylonian Enuma Elish, Tiamat bestows this tablet on Qingu (in some instances spelled 

“Kingu“) and gives him command of her army. Marduk, the chosen champion of the 
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gods, then fights and destroys Tiamat and her army. Marduk reclaims the Tablet of 

Destinies for himself, thereby legitimizing his rule among the gods, but turns it over to 

Anu as a gift in Tablet V of the epic….The tablet can be compared with the concept of 

the Me, divine decrees.” 

 

Software that made the hardware work! 

Missing tech machinery inside pyramids 

 

 

• German U-Boat XI-B, Allen Dulles 

http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us/Sub.htm 

 

• Admiral Botta:  

https://ascendingstarseed.wordpress.com/2016/10/03/documents-support-claims-of-

covert-navy-operation-in-nazi-germany-tied-to-secret-space-programs/ 

 

• Site on sound resonance: 

http://www.human-resonance.org 

Paleo-Sanskrit stuff 

 

• Grand Experiment: 

 

Farmer race, they’re tasked with creating advanced life 

Super Federation base, Jupiter 

 

22 different DNA programs, 60 attendees 

some competing with each other, sabotage common 

keep tabs on everyone, religions are partitions 

races in different regions separated by oceans 

racism, no intermixing, no polluting (Basque) 

agenda race, battles 

ends in treaties 

 

We observe on the council, only, no voice 

60 different groups there 

Tall pre-adams 

Some with green skin, black hair 

Progenitor solar system barrier gone 

 

spiritual and DNA experiments, local populations, enhanced their consc. 

Sun flash soon 

 

mammalian experiment pushed out reptilian one 

Moon came in to help mammals experiment flourish 

May have brought biosphere for terraforming 

We are pretty far along in the experiment 
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cosmic law requires benevolents to incarnate on Earth, then they are experimented on 

bad guys do it illegally 

crashed folks got caught up in our reincarnation cycle for thousands of years, then 

“rescued” 

Temporal shifts and timeline merges, Mandela effect 

Kit Kat bar dash, Berenstein bears, Oscar Meyer 

 

 

• Pete Peterson, pyramids 

 

3 separate universes, one inside the other 

 

flat tops had energetic pyramid on top, transdimensional. More modern designs. 

Cap stones contained info that beamed out. 

Tibetans have powerful images, holy charts,  

 

Underground ones all over the place 

Underground highway tunnels in S. America, flat bottom, glass wall, flexible 

 

Symbols on walls, yantras, geometric patterns 

Folks came here because their star system was crumbling 

 

Large ancient cities, mountain in Utah, 12400 ft. Caves owned by Govt. 

Lakes, tunnels, waterfalls. 

 

Shape of pyramid creates effects. 

 

Antarctica site still has folks alive. 

Low stuff is very ancient, Progenitors. 

Many layers of occupation. 

37 ft. tall progenitors. At bottom level. 

 

workers in MIC go home every day blank slated! 

Military too. 

 

clones are disposable now, cheap labor 

spy satellites found ships 

 

special gravity there in Ant 

special tools needed for the cold 

 

many experiments there because of the gravity 

info field around hull, can’t be cut, self healing & preservation, flexible 

 

Ice got in. May have been moved there. Waterproof. Magnetic blocks came apart. 
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2nd layer: ETs there. Anti-grav craft, rotating masses. Different, pre adams. 3 long 

fingers. 

Hand indents. Pyschic control 

2 thumbs. Sexdecimal system/ 9s&3s&6s. 

Pi is different. 

No infiniti 

 

Tower of Babel was all about DNA. 

 

 
 

A common language was formed. 

Swahili language an example. 

Altered counting base. 3-6-9 based. Changes everything scientifically. 

Our 10 fingers threw us off! 

Big mistake. 

We know nothing about the informational world of the 3-6-9 universe. 

Command structure uses 3 people, military, religious 

3 men in squad. Capt commands three companies. 

This is a base net. 3’s. Fractal mathematics. Tesla! 

 

time paradoxes can correct themselves, flexible 

timelines and realities are same, they can merge 

three finger beings and the 3-6-9 math would change the worlds math 

living aerodynamic surfaces, mental control 

 

Solomons mines was white gold, Ormus, Manna, lots of exploration in space is for that 

shit, quartz piezioelectric produced the electricity needed for conversion 

 

Annunaki had mining claim. 

Draco may have contracted them to find it. 

 

Pete Peterson worked with 3 finger folks. 
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Their food is scraped off their skin. 

Clones. 

 

Yukon is owned by Brits. Lots of gold. 

ETs Working underground. 

Some Dracos are ethical and moral 

Dracos came from outside of Milky Way, maybe from another universe. 

 

Our galaxy is a holding facility for folks keeping the DNA going, big genetic farm. 

Gold. Plants. Animals. 

 

Pete worked on ET control systems. 

15 different types of beings in a big disc, longtime residents, USA found them in WW2. 

Older craft folks in stasis. 

Life boat survival colony. 

Some were shot! 

Germans had lots of folks there. 

Germans found this stuff too. 

ETs did not want to be discovered. 

 

Greys, reptilians, insectoids, aqua folks, Dracos,  

Dark Dracos didn’t get along with others. 

Bad Dracos asked to leave! 

Antarctica: there are 90 degree magnetic fields that help with production of exotic metals 

and fluids. 

New survival techniques for arctic. 

mankind has been divided because the gods are afraid of our potential! 

 

 

• German breakaway and airships: Walter Bosley: Sonora Aero Club: antigravity! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijA7atHnm8M 

 

 

• “A former high official at the NSA (National Security Agency) told me about a protocol 

informally dubbed DDT - that old poisonous chemical long-banned in much of the world. 

In this application, it stands for Decoy, Distract and Trash - which is what sophisticated 

intelligence operatives use to set up some person or group, take them off the trail of 

something real and important, and trash the person or the subject.”  – Steven Greer 

 

 

• The United States of America is where The New Atlantis really was meant to thrive 

and flourish.  The Revolutionary War period defined the tensions that would exist during 

the entire existence of the USA.  The American Revolution would also come to 

accentuate the divisions between the John Dee imperialists and Sir Francis Bacon 

nationalists.  The globalist cabal which rules the world in 2016 has its roots in the 

imperialism of the British Crown which was closely aligned with the John Dee 
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imperialists.  Conversely, the fledgling American patriot movement reflects the ideals 

of The New Atlantis envisioned by Sir Francis Bacon and his fellow advocates. 

 

In fact, the many wars that plagued the American colonies were a direct manifestation of 

the primordial conflict being waged in London between these two camps.  Regardless of 

who was fighting on opposite sides of the various battlegrounds — French soldiers or 

German mercenaries, Native Indians or American Minutemen, English infantry or 

Spanish conquistadors  — each was supported by either the John Dee globalist cabal or 

the Francis Bacon nationalist movement. 

This is precisely why the first settlement at Jamestown ran into so much trouble.  It 

represented a crucial attempt by Sir Francis Bacon et al. to establish a serious presence on 

the new continent which was then seriously thwarted by the John Dee cabal.  The New 

Atlantis was to be colonized to advance true individual sovereignty and high national 

ideals according to Bacon.  Dee wanted otherwise because of how ripe the New 

World was to be taken advantage of to further the expansion of the future British Empire. 

 

John Dee would be proven the stronger because of the hidden agenda which was 

executed at every moment as the United States gained its perceived independence and 

developed into a powerful nation (really a cat’s paw of the British imperialists).  He also 

knew that the USA would be used as the military arm of the British Empire (and NWO) 

once it had evolved into the central banking center of the whole world.  Both New York 

City and Washington, D.C. were carefully constructed over many decades with the 

explicit intention that they would first serve the interests of the British 

Crown.  Everything else was relegated to a lower status … much lower status as the 

current state of affairs throughout the USA currently illustrates. 

 

 

 

Herein lies the primordial conflict that has 

challenged the USA since its inception.  Every war 

that has been waged by the United States over the 

course of its history has occurred either to advance 

the Dee agenda of an Anglo-American world 

empire or to thwart the Bacon plan for The New 

Atlantis. 

 

Toward these ends, the U.S. has been 

systematically built up as a corporate juggernaut 

and technological powerhouse.  The advancement 

of scientific knowledge and applied technology was 

perfectly in keeping with Bacon’s intention; 

however, much of the military uses of advanced technology were prompted by the Dee 

cabal.  Because the true occult powers behind this ongoing enterprise are often utilized as 

a show of brute force to the world-at-large, the world community of nations was 

eventually made to worship a new entity known as the Almighty Dollar. 
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In fact the entire community of nations is now separated into two distinct camps — those 

who continue to use the U.S. dollar as the world reserve currency and those who are 

removing it from their international transactions and banking systems, investments and 

sovereign debts.  Herein lies the real conflict which afflicts virtually every square inch of 

Planet Earth.  The two Iraq Wars, the Libyan War, the Ukraine War and the Syrian War 

are only the latest demonstrations the Dee-inspired cabal hell-bent on total world 

domination.  They are now known as the NWO Neocon cabal. 

 

• Zero Pt. 

“United States of Lockheed-Martin” 

 

 
 

Mark Mcandlish / Mark Cummings, UCLA berkley 

Diamonds electrified give out more energy than put in, 125% above 

Military can “ping” signal from free energy tests, UFOs 

Dart craft with 3 “disco ball” propulsion units 

Operation Pounce, Russian & US teams for recovery of craft 

 

ARV at secret show, had ionization problems, no windows, cameras under blisters 

Worn out 

Hand me downs from Germans, Vril craft 

Hovers in hangar, neutral state 

 

“Poltruded” vessel, sphere inside, see illustration 

“Light speed or better” said a general at the podium 

 

all components embedded in quartz, doped with heavy elements, improves thrust 

the faster you go the more energy you get from zero pt 

pumpkin seed between your fingers 

 

warps space time, compresses spacetime in front of vehicle, expands it too 

surfing on a wave 
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spacetime moves with craft as bubble, goldfish bowl 

 

no mass, no inertia METRICLY ENEGINEERED LOCAL SPACETIME 

Uniform acceleration 

 

 

• Robert Morning Sky: reptilians brought dinos to Earth as a food source experiment 

 

Atlantis humans fought reptilians, sank Lumania, reptiles went underground 

High speed trains are Draco. Subshuttle. Terradrive. 

 

The Enlightenment age was a GLF Federation deal to counter Draco. 

 

Annunaki are distant relatives to Draco, don’t get along. Draco infected Pleiadians 

Iraq stargate was captured to prevent Annunaki return 

 

Galaxy is bureaucracy, lots of action, free will is rare 

Group consc. 

 

Food allergies are GMO related, and our bodies are changing to vegan 

5G may be suspect, holographic 

HAARP is at full blast, not working well. Can see 50 miles underground. 

 

 

• William Thompkins: Astral Projection 

 

Flew off Earth, saw Russian admirals, Draco commanders 

Advanced consc. Abilities from past lives 

Trauma can do it, escape mech. 

Similar to RV, ancient mystery school technique 

 

Island in Pacific is cloaked installation, common on Moon too 

Earth may fly off galactic arm to be cast off to another galaxy 

Commercial opportunities for young people out in the galaxy and universe 

If you have a large enough Navy, folks will back off! 

 

H20 planets have more sentient life 

 

Sun produces harmonic wave that life uses to come about 

Time occurs more quickly at center of our galaxy 

Center is more advanced, were in boonies, WV 

 

Portals for public in post Disc world 

Commerce: DNA/genetics, lots of folks are like us and buying our goods 

Diligent and brilliant engineers we are 
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Arts and books, trade, exchange programs 

 

John G Trump, MIT, he knew about Teslas work in the govt, free energy 

 

Trump wants tech released in next 3 years. 

 

 

• Mark Mcandlish: 

 

Crystals on outer skin of SST that convert friction into piezeoelectric power 

Mach 17 by mid 1980’s, early SSP craft 

“Mormonia” Utah and Idaho, black ops world 

Vaults underground, Mormons 

Overbilling on projects supplement black proj 

 

“Masking” cloak, electronic for aircraft 

supersonic and hovering capabilities for jet fighters, smart tech, camera eye, loiter/hover 

 

Faceted aircraft with 3 grav engines on gimbals, folds for high speed, see photo 

 

3-4 concept craft to make final version, standard 

 

 
• Antarctica is the new Area 51 

 

1950’s: Project Iceworm, nuke silos, like Greenland 

Contractors like Lockheed are back engineering stuff there 

1959 Ant treaty…broken 

The actual continent is 2x the size of the USA 

 

Former German base turned over to MJ12 in 1960s. 

Major spaceport today for cabal 

Electromagnetics of atmosphere down there is ideal for space ops 

Complete control, no prying eyes 

Less van allen belt effect 

Many large natural geothermal vent holes in the ice 

 

Ice is melting fast. Misunderstood climate change. No global warming, not much. 

Spaceport folks have widened holes with steam 

Vent the heat, destabilizing the ice shelf, ice moves a foot a day 

Ice rivers lubricating the shelf 

Topside bases being evacuated in public press 

Craft, oval, is 3 miles wide, not 30 (Preadams) 

 

Natural stargate is on Ant, large “supergate” This was built by Progenitors 

This gate can traverse local galaxies in one jump, very fast 
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Other gates you have to wait for electromagnetic connection tubes, planets must align 

Wait & kill time 

Supergate is highly prized 

Progenitors built network of reliable highly advanced stargate network 

3d vortex ball, like mirage, in stargate room, not a gate at all 

Time travel a snap 

Gates need calibration, you can bring anything 

Our early artificial gates had problems with metal 

 

Very large rooms and hallways for tall progenitors 

1970s study of supergate led to internet IP address! Subnet masks used. 

 

Progenitors could reach other groups of their refugees with supergate 

Files of multigenerational bloodline in library. Preadams take this seriously. 

Genetic ties to Preadams as demigods for cabal. 

Divine rights. 

Jockey for position and apply laws for their system. 

Anshar took this stuff. Disrupt cabal plans. 

 

Animal human hybrids were chimeras 

Stasis Preadams: dozen or so, cabled to Progenitor power source, they need to wake them 

all at the same time 

Promethius movie shows risks 

Committee formed to deal with this issue 

Mini nukes set up as safeguard, dead man triggers 
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• Royal Raymond Rife:  used sound to cure disease in 1931 

 

• John Worell Keely: levitation. 1897 Airship Mystery. 

 

• Tesla worked with sound. Special light that cured all disease. 

Hand light that works off your bodys energy. 

These guys rediscovered what the ancients knew. 

 

 

• Corey GOODE, 4-2017 

SSP 

Gravity plating 

Torsion bubble field you can control gravity 

 

LOC-1G gravity 

You can get higher vibes from higher vibe folks 

 

 Introspection a must 

Do the hard work 

Ego massaged to humble 

 

Diet a must, high vibe diet 

Parachute holds you back 

Cabal ingredients in food! Weaponized. 

 

Pre Admaites are the “fallen angels.” 

Kept Draco in check in past. 

Lost access to tech in flood. 

Annunaki is blanket term. 

We must forgive Draco and bad guys. After we win. 

 

CERN:  multipurpose, magnetic field of Earth, torsion field tech, they need psychics to 

get particle collisions 

Marconi started Italian SSP in Argentina 

Dashur pyramids are Signus constellation 

 

Casing stone may have been poured. 

Quartz under pressure 

Lifters and nudgers, antigrav 

Magnetic resonance 

DIA / NSA soft disclosure with space station and manned satellites 

 

And triangles exist. TR3B 

No alien stuff 

Old news soon 
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• Apollo program, William Thompkins 

His uncle dragged out a lot of Egyptian stuff to give to US govt. 33 deg mason. 

You had to be a Freemason to be in the space program. 

Keep secrets. Death penalty. Oaths. NATSEC. 

Redstone Arsenal was where the Nazis were in the late 50’s. SSP HQ. 

 

Bill designed Complex 39, he was telepathically helped. 

Engineers like things status quo, don’t like special projects. 

 

“Cognitive dissonance” people cant process big disclosure. 

Astronauts blank slated. Edgar Mitchell. 

Bill designed mining ships, commercial, ICC. 

Mars, and 2nd closest star to us, a planet there. 

Alpha Centauri A and B are two bright, closely orbiting stars with a distant, dim 

companion, Proxima Centauri. 
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Symbology is important. NASA. Apollo. 
Freemason symbology is based on Egyptian Mystery Schools. 

“A” has the Orion belt. Orion Consortium. Draco and Aldebaran people. 

All “gods” are Annunaki based. 

 

28 core companies here that do business out there. Many, many more. 

Were mining asteroid belt, many planets. 

We don’t have good rep out there buddying up with Draco. Mining rights. 

 

 

• John Lear 

 

Bob Lazaar. Area 51 Groom Lake. S-4. 
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The red jet in Las Vegas had mind control and blank slate tech. Workers forgot what they 

worked on when home. Opposite when they arrive. 

 

 

EGG is part of ICC. 

Element 133, there are many more above that. Non radioactive. 

 

Lear Jet Co. had antigravity tech, 1956. Working discs. 

 

Kwajulen island is a space port. 1000’s of astronauts. 

MIC SSP. 

Multi stage rockets, space stations made of stages. Tin cans. 

2001 von Braun type space stations 

black triangles service stations now 

satellites are manned. 2 crew. 

 

Cold war BS, Russians were always working with us in SSP, and space stations. 

 

Praying mantis dudes working at Nellis. 

ETs scared guards, reptoids. Inner eyelid would close, but looked human. 

Slow acclimation for personnel. Shown dead ETs first. 

Programmed visceral reaction to ETs. 

Exoskeleton noise while walking. 

 

Our solar system has 40 planets. Beyond kuyper belt. Planetoids. 

Many moons. 

Pretty messy solar system off ecliptic plane. 

 

Grey ships cloaked, and they take lots of folks to moon. 

Labs up there. 

Lots of air traffic here. 

Flight corridors. Very fast. 

 

Quartz has double helix, pyramids have quartz under pressure, releases energy 
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Elongated skulls have more room for big pineal 

Mainstream News is delusional feedback loops 

“Triterians” half aquatic race 

 

Jesus taught reincarnation, church changed it to resurrection 

We’ve all been the good, bad, ugly 

 

Conditions on other planets isn’t that bad, disinfo data by NASA 

Russians explored space more than us. 

Venus is nice and blue, white clouds, NASA calibration BS 

Govt has George Adamski films of ships and Venus 

 

MIC weapons is most of our economy 

 

Economy based on aggressive tech 

We are hypnotized with sensationalism 

UFO movement full of it, slaves to misinfo 

 

Space in constant motion 

Travel is intricate deal,  

Earth puts out lots of geomagnetic energy 

“Pro-gravity” neutral 

Use it like the wind in a frequency, jump from planet to planet, no warp speed 

Free energy transport, rivers and currents 

 

Weve always had one world govt since WW2. 

75% of UAVs are ours now. 

 

 

• SOUND: 

 

Ma-sonic: sonic geometry 

 

Dolphins gave rise to ultrasound tech 

Nature is hexagonal 

 

Arc in sacred geometry, sacred form 

Music of the spheres: pythagorus 

 

Seeds draw from intelligence field, nature draws from this for everything 

Harmonics built into nature 

432 pythagoran concert pitch tuning, softer, warmer 

440 nowadays (Vibration cycles per seconds) 

Nazis shifted frequency…international standard 1930’s 

 

Buckminster fuller numbers come out of tuning grid 
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 Music may be agitating us, even new age 

 

Sumeria gave us numbers and geometry, arrival of technology 

Axles, wheels, pottery, math 

 

Fibinacci ear canal and Pineal gland 

See the matrix of nature, hear too 

 

• Atom is a small zero pt. energy field 

our chakras are zero pt. toroid energy. 

the universe is built upon these! 

 

Galaxies are toroids, zero pt. 

 

 

• Schism in UFO disclosure: rationalists cant deal with consciousness 

Logic vs. spiritualism 

 

Higher dimensional beings coming in and experiencing 3D as trees, rocks, animals etc. 

Their vibration kept getting lower. Some stayed, some were stuck. 

The ones who didn’t want to be here, are pissed off. 

 

Transhumanism may be attempt by lower forces to make hybrid new species. 

Every institution is a disruptor, manipulator 

Collective consciousness is going higher 

Nasty events are coordinated by our collective higher selves, a drama movie, 9-11, JFK, 

etc. 

 

12 archangels of the central sun. Ascended masters work with collective human body, so 

we can learn and grow. 

 

Earth is important for learning for everyone in cosmos. Not just us. 

JFK ‘s death moved humanity to a different place of judgement 

HE was influential to help human consc. Opened the book that’s inside us. 

Dark agenda came about. Good for us. 

 

Earth was created for the universe to learn the value of love….the LOSS of love, the pain 

of duality experiment. 

 

Internet is a way for love to enter the world again. 

Mother Earth is one of the archangels, evolution is another. She is engaged in it. 

Old emotions need to go, pain, old energies. 

 

Arch : bridge of ego and soul 

Ancient ones: created a school of expanding consc. 
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Lemurian/Atlantean, and have returned 

Ascended masters are here. 

Graduation will be a success 

We will remember in the next incarnation 

 

Hieroglyphics encoded with messages, just ask whats in them for you to understand. 

We are thanked for our bravery in the Earth experiment. 

 

 

 

• Nassim Haramein, Resonance Project 

 

Atoms have black holes 

Arrogance in physics is waning 

Nano world is infinite 

Consc. Is related to atomic world 

Fundamental feedback of the universe, it self organizes 

Concensus for reality, our collective 

Infinity …think small 

 

 

 

• Cobra is an ET channeler. The Portal. 

 

Cobra: No, I will explain. You have in various dimensions, various densities you have 

different controlling mechanisms. On the physical plane there are the physical biochips, 

which were starting to be developed already in World War 1 and their development was 

complete in World War 2 in Nazi Germany in concentration camps. German industrial 

giants Siemens was developing those and producing those and they were put into the 

vaccines, and at the end of World War 2, a very advanced vaccination campaign started 

globally. All kinds of additives, there are many kinds of vaccinations being developed 

and deployed. I would say that these vaccination campaigns are still ongoing since then, 

it did not stop, it started then without a break. 
 

Cobra: What happened is that those biochips have been upgraded constantly and there 

were newer versions which were released in 1983 and a very strong one in 1996 and there 

was a very fast development of those biochips in 1996 and 1999 because there was the 

archon invasions and many dracos and reptilians and other races came to this time and 

the underground bases and gave their technology and their version of the biochips. The 

resistance movement has been able to remove most of this but unfortunately not all of 

this. They are working on this now and one aspect is clearing quite nice and one aspect is 

not clearing at all at the moment. And then we have the plasma implants and the etheric 

implants which are 

located in exactly the same position. I have described this in my blog, the locations are 

the frontal lobe of the brain above the eyes, and one is a little above the naval, and there 
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is also usually one or two implants on the back side of the head a the location of the 

medulla oblongata and those implants in the back of the head control the reptilian brain 

or the fight or flight response. 

Steve: David Wilcock talks about a solar event that will make a big change to the DNA 

of humanity and consciousness to humans. Is this the same event that you are talking 

about? 

Cobra: Yes, exactly. What he talks about, the solar event or what Corey Goode talks 

about is actually the galactic pulse triggering the sun. Every twentysix thousand years 

there is a galactic pulse which triggers all the stars in the galaxy in a certain way, also of 

course when this galactic super wave reaches our solar system it will trigger our physical 

sun, in a way that Corey Goode and other are talking about. Its part of the Event that I am 

describing. It is not only the activity of our physical sun but is connected to the activity to 

the galactic central sun and on the drastic changes on this planet and on the removal of 

the cabal, reset of the financial system, and the process of full disclosure and everything 

that is connected with that. 

Cobra: Ok, first, Planet X is not Nibiru. The whole concept of Nibiru is intentional 

disinformation which was released by the cabal to confuse people. There is no object in 

our solar system that will cross the earth orbit and that would disturb the situations here, 

that does not exist. Planet X is officially an undiscovered planet, in the outer outskirts of 

the solar system, which was and still is inhabited below the surface with underground 

bases and the source of the Resistance Movement. 

 

Cobra: Semjase is one of the famous Pleiadians who has been deeply involved in the 

planetary liberation process for many milliena. She was very active in ancient Egypt, and 

the last few decades she has contacted a few of the contactees, one was Billy Meier and 

also Fred Bell. And she is one of the key Pleiadian contact persons for this planet. 

A’drieiuous: I have spoken of a cosmic phone book in some of my earlier broadcasts 

many months ago. People need to know who they intend to contact and someones 

frequency, just like someones phone number, to dial someones phone number, it would 

be very reckless to dial someones phone number and ask someone you don’t know for 

answers. So, focusing on the name, as people focus on me sometimes and send messages 

to me telepathically. I hear them when they do this and I do respond. You know 

Semyazie, she can hear you if you communicate with her with that intention. You have to 

focus on the resonance of her name. The resonance of our names are directly coorelated 

to our DNA resonance, our vibratory resonance. Where people here choose random 

names for their children, its not a custom where we come from. Our names are given to 

us based on the sound our vibratory resonance makes. 

 

Cobra: Ok, there is a huge amount of disinformation about timelines and time-travel. 

Time travel is really not as simple as people think. Its not like that you go into a machine 

and then you come out in a different time zone or year. Time is a vector which is 
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determined in the direction between the source and the primary anomaly and the time 

vector is not just something that you can bend by your will, or I would say it takes a very 

high level of consciousness to create time loops. And all those projects were actually 

attempting to do it and they were not successful in reality. 

 

A’drieiuous: Yes, I do very much so. Well, to understand how time works you have to 

understand frequency, photoradionic waves and quarks, and why that works and how that 

works. There are many dimensions of frequency. And what time is, is merely just the 

perception of frequency increase. A person’s perception of time is their experience of 

frequency. The faster frequency goes the faster time seems to pass. Now, to manipulate 

time you have to also understand that every time still exists at the same time within its 

own frequency like a radio channel. You have lets say on radio stations you have channel 

one hundred, one hundred one, one hundred two, one hundred three and so on, and 

between those channels you have micro-frequencies such as one hundred one point one, 

one hundred one point two and so on and you have even smaller frequencies between 

those that designate different channels. Well each channel works in multiple dimensions. 

Let’s say you have four dimensions of frequency which dictate coordinated within a 

specific time. So to physically travel back in time, to a time like 1960, you have to 

understand that 1960 does still exist, it hasn’t gone anywhere, what has gone somewhere 

is your frequency. Your frequency increased beyond the frequency of that specific slice 

of time as you say. So, as frequency increases so does the perception of time. Variables 

rule out within a time line but those variables all exist within micro-slices between each 

frame of frequency increase and/or decrease. Time present, past and future all exist at the 

same time, in the same bubble but in different frequencies in different layers very similar 

to that of an onion. SO, to travel back in time if you had a device that would modify the 

frequency of all of the quarks in your body to a specific frequency matching that of a 

time frequency of another time, you could physically travel in time and that’s how our 

mechanics work.  SO you could go back to 1960 in you knew the frequency range of that 

particular time. The Schuman frequency as you all say is the measure of the overall 

frequency as an average. Where the frequency of lets say the planet and the universe 

stance the frequency is always gradually increasing very slowly. Although as we enter a 

photonic belt, a ring of high vibration which orbits in a wobble around the center of this 

particular galaxy, the frequency increase is causing an increase in the speed of which 

time seems to pass. So if you want to travel back in time you have to modify the 

frequency of all of the quarks in your body and frequency of the device itself to go with 

you or you’re stuck. 

 

Cobra: I would like to say that we have to carry on. We have to persist. We have to fight 

for our vision. And we will be successful. I know it’s all taking too long for all of us but 

the outcome is determined. The main positive timeline has been secured. And this main 

positive timeline includes full disclosure, financial reset, arrest of the cabal, the Event, 

first contact, all those things are secured for us. And thank you very much. 

 

 
• Portals / stargates 
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Phoenix -3:  crashed disc seat was consc. Field.  

Manifest objects.  See places in a mirage portal. 

Standard design, ET. 

22 sine waves 

zero out the waves 

“Psy-corps.” 

Quiet point training, deep theta. Higher self. Higher state. No other thoughts. 

Headband. Tech assist for consc. 

Hands on panel. 

Craft would phase out & go to new location. Vibrational signature. 

You need to match yours with destination signature. 

Shamans can teleport themselves. 

It’s a cheat for tech that mimics higher density beings’ abilities! 

 

Time travel too. Temporal buffers are there for good reason. 

Split timelines are a result from mucking about. 

Fragmentation was way out of hand. 9th density folks said ENOUGH. 

Timeline based on one persons vibe, neg polarity folks were seeing disasters in the 

future! Idiots all. 

 

Positive folks would see glorious future. 

ETs said stop trying to repair schisms. Time is elastic. 

Time will snap back and repair itself. Just like space in a torsion filed. 

Spacetime heals itself. No need for fuckin around. 

Time hickups and makes sloppy jumps. We glue togather the glitches in time. 

Phase relationships between planets and stars. 

 

Time speeds up and slows down all the time. Torsion effects of galaxies. 

Our minds perceive time differently. 

Nassim Harimein. 

Models of time/black holes is what the SSP is working off of. 

 

“Fairy Rings.”  Type of temporal portal, ancient. 

 

Confederation meetings take place in a time/ temporal bubble. You have to come and go 

with your particular vibe. 

 

Shoulder nerve bundle is divine in nature, DNA. Chairs have nubs for the shoulder blade. 

Navy Seal nerve pinch. 

Fighter jet nerve imputs, no windows. Download info directly into your mind. 

Neuro-interface, copper plate, gloves with strips of metal. 

Bioelectrical interface. 

This will be how everyone is educated in future. 

 

Orbs are disembodied dimensional spirits. 
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Many neg ETs are running this prison planet. Draco a small part. 

 

Some ETs are boring and homogenious. Minority. Narrow band emotions. 

Experience love differently. 

We need to channel our emotions into creativity! Control important. 

 

Personality metamorphs:  lots.  

Intel schizos being controlled 

Full disclosure will intensify wacko stuff, & mind control, etc. 

 

• Lunar Operations Command. LOC:  there are people working there from the 50’s, 

60’s, 70’s. All at same time. 

Zero time reference. 

No discussion of past. 

No big deal. 

People talk and carry themselves differently every decade. 

6 genders of reptilians. Divergent. 

Some species of ETs have lots more. Group effort to procreate! 

 

 
• Feb 17, 2017 

Thompkins, William. 

 

Draco have modified all our history for last 6K years. Lies about everything. 

Every PHD on this planet, every book, are all lies. 

Astronomy, the universe, US Navy. All of it. 

Forrestal selected Botta because he was Australian and not programmed like we are in 

USA. Our schools are the worst. Lots of programming. 

 

Thompkins hadn’t gone to college, 

didn’t pick up all the lies. 

Goode says its common knowledge. 

Hyperdimensional physics are the 

real deal. 

That’s why kids are brought into 

SSP, not front loaded with bad info. 

Mainstream science is like a 

religion 

Astromomy is ignorant of electro 

plasmic universe model. 

 

After disclosure, 5 stages of grief, 

we will have renaissance. 

You empower people by taking 

away the mystery of the universe. 

Consciousness is a source field, not in the brain. Much suppressed. 
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Our co-creative consc. Can control matter. 

 

“Package” 

WT says ET advisors said to Nazis to build big ships to operate with Draco. 

Legal Agreements. 

“Packages” were contracts to all branches of US military. Not stamped top secret. 

You are required to study whats in the package. 

Box of poor info and sketches photos. ET Hieroglyphics, iconography. No math, no intel. 

In german. 

All the Silesia SE-4 stuff. Pilzen. 

Contractors did their best. 

 

 

 

 

Draco handed Nazi SS genetics and 

science early on. 

DNA discovered. 

Genetic engineering tested on soldiers. 

Cloning tech. Cannon fodder. Grow 

fast in temporal fields. Time 

acceleration. 

 

Germans were mass producing discs in 

mountains, Silesia, 80% removed from 

Germany 6 months before end of war 

to ANT. 

Subs, massive truck subs. Cargo. 

German biomedical teams went to Scripps. Paperclip. 

ET medical history. 

Wars are Draco management of Earth. They wanted to conquer. 

Germans made to work for them. Regulations. Orders. 

 

Nazis were fighting a cosmic war, not really WW2. 

Draco play the long game. 

WW2 Won or lost, no big deal. 

Bigger agenda than WW2. 

 

DNA produces physical body like factory, gets info from Cons. Field. 

DNA problems are errors in DNA 

 

Marconi scientists dead, black goo, AI 

Gulf oil spill was all about the goo 

Eating bottom of boats 

They lit oil to destroy it 
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• During the week of February 9th, 2017 

 

Dr. Michael Salla posted a number of interesting links on his Twitter page. These posts 

were on the subject of the planned partial disclosure by the Cabal which we have heard so 

much about. This partial disclosure would involve the tactic of using the Antarctic 

excavation and discoveries to dazzle the public in such a way that would allow the Cabal 

to escape justice. Their hope is that when their crimes of pedophilia, a century of global 

extortion, financial fraud, societal manipulation, and mass murder all come to the surface, 

we will all be too amazed to care. 

Good luck! 

 

 

• SETH:  When you are having fun, you are helping others. When you are not 

having fun, and telling yourself that you are helping others, you are not helping 

them or yourself.   

So when you think in terms of responsibility, and when you make a division in your mind 

between responsibility and joyful fulfillment, then you are denying yourself and the 

world much pleasure, and hiding … from yourself and the world the great joyful 

symphony that is yourself.  

 

When you are fulfilling the 

joyful nature of your being, you 

are helping yourself and you are 

helping others. When you help 

others because you think you 

must, but it goes against the 

grain, then they know it, and you 

inflict upon them the obligation 

that you have no right to 

inflict…(Susan M. Watkins, 

Conversations with Seth, p. 

179)  

 

When you follow your own 

nature, you automatically and 

naturally feel for the needs of 

others … When you are joyful 

and free, and when you are 

having fun, you automatically feel … your oneness with all other creatures of the 

universe, and you know your place in All That Is. (Susan M. Watkins, Conversations 

with Seth, p.179)  

 
 

 
• Antarctica 
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https://www.gaia.com/video/antarctica-process-disclosure?fullplayer=feature 

 

Pre-adams were on Moon after Mars, Draco attacked them, domes smashed. They landed 

in ANT 55K years ago. Fallen Angels of the bible. Book of Enoch. 

Jesus quoted it. Watchers. Enoch is Noah granddad. 

Enoch may have worked with Blue Avians 

Pre-adams cloned themselves. 

Ark is ET craft. 

2002, scientists brought to ANT. (Antarctica) 

 

Larger Spacecraft found, ancient tech. “Nina, Pinta, Santa Maria” Circular mothership. 

30 miles wide, oval shape. Craft inside that flew today. Perfect shape. 

Ornate craft with gold & silk, Stupa shaped Vimanas. Transport for ancient Royals. 

Builder race preexisting structures, Progenitors 

Pre-Adamite dig reveals site dig 50-60K years old. 

 

  Vimana structure 

 

 

 

Labs for genetic experiments run amok 

All types of animal/human hybrids 

Pre-Adamites from Mars and Maldek. 

Elongated slulls, very tall. Flabby chest. 

A million years ago, ANT was hospitable and jungle-like. 

Builder race tech found. 1.8 billion years old in ANT. 

Caves, caverns, canals, tunnels. 

Pre-Adams in conflict with Reptilians, in survival mode, desperate, stuck here, not in a 

good tactical position, couldn’t leave solar system 

Hybrids survived cataclysm, better suited than Pre-Adam tall folks 

Many went to S. and central America, some were royals of Europe. 

This Pre-Adam (PA) civilization controlled Earth. Worldwide control. 

They lost contact with each other. 

Rh neg folks trace bloodlines to Pre-Adams. It matters only that they believe they are 

better. Idiots! 

The cabal are using big subs to take archeology stuff to ANT, and seeding the dig. 

Removal of tall bodies PA. Trickle info down over decades to cover their ass. 
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 Pre-Adamite, 9-11 ft. tall 

 

 

“Pompei on Ice”  Big tidal wave during cataclysm. 

Core samples of the bodies. 

All sizes of people. 

Library of scrolls, Anshar inspected metallic scrolls, 

took them 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1938-39, Germans found megaliths with writing, created bases. 

John Kerry 2016: 
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Cally drought was Euro elites punishing USA for not suffering enough in ww2. 

HAARP sucks massive energy off west coast grid. 

Cabal is surrendering, some are underground, shot, Antarctica 

 

Pizzagate an indication of early disclosure 

 

Magnetic field of Earth is BS, molten iron loses magnetism 

 

Aryans from Siberia originally. This jibes with Indian Vedas. 

Cabal announcing ruins, a grandiose affection gesture, BS to soften war crimes 

 

Motherships found under the ice, 30 miles wide with smaller ufos inside. 

ne has been excavated. Warm water steam use. 

14 year study. 

Major US aircraft carriers are back to port. New Tech. 3 drones quad copters. 

Avatar-like.  

 

Cabal wants to control spin on disclosure. 

 

We are all biologically similar in cosmos. 

MIC has parity with reptilians. Marines battling then in ANT. Its not enough to be on par. 

Rise in mass positive consciousness needed. 

 

Fear is a blind panic. Disclosure might be seen as a trick by sheeple. 

Buzz Aldrin had altitude sickness from going to LOC, TR3b 

John Kerry went there for climate change officially. 
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2 billion years old ruins were used by pre-Adamites 60k years ago. Common. 

Cannibalize mother ships for infrastructure. Cloned themselves with human DNA. 

Giants, reg folks, ect. 

 

Pre-adamites kept re-branding themselves. Romans, Vatican, Kings, ect. Descendents are 

the Illuminati. 

 

40 billion water planets in our galaxy. Humanoids & animals. Climate and consciousness 

key for development of sentience. Any animal can become humanoid. Reptilians rare. 

 

Draco found planets & made hybrids. They are beaten back to our neighborhood and an 

Orion outpost. 

 

Brits making tunnel under Stonehenge? Why? A303 road. 

Chemtrails over 

Internet taken away from USA, good thing. Under international Alliance control now. 

 

Greer only believes in benevolent ETs. 

Not a wide enough perspective. 

 

Corey had high level hack. Endgame 3 article. Wilcock too. 

 

Precession is in Hollywood summer movies, myths like star wars 

millstone for grain, Earth’s axis symbol 

Golden age at end of hero’s journey 

Global journey, cabal is bad guy 

 

Deluth MN, two bald eagles collide in death  (Double 33 deg. headed eagle is Illuminati, 

crown is chakra, “gods” on earth) logo. 

 

 

Earth Alliance may be Anonymous site 

Alliance may be based in Russia 

All US cars can be remote controlled, 2008 secret law 

Windows updates are spyware 

 

Jimmy Carter is a reincarnated famous Roman, centrally 

involved in cabal defeat. 

Alex Collier says he is a clone today. Very sad. 
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• COSMIC DISTANCE 

 

galaxies in shapes of sacred geometry 

Redshift is bullshit, Astrophysics is a diehard religion 

 

Hubble’s distance theory vastly outdated 

galaxy evolution is geometric universe expansion is an assumption, galaxy speed too 

 

ET Channellers can get positive and neg messages. Beware. 

Weaker mind, more neg entities in humans. Evil Spirits. Alcohol portals in brain. Black 

outs. That’s where the legend comes from. 

Neg entities can be controlled by cabal ritual majic, Orion Conf. at risk for polarity harm 

 

IF enough folks laughed and were happy for one day there would be no negativity 

any more. 

 

“Merkaba Throne Chariot” that’s what Horus sits on, he was blue avian. Blue painted 

figure at Dendera. 

Christ is new Horus. Orig. Christianity based on Egypt. 

Jesus was stargate time traveler. Angels messangers & teachers. 

Greeks called the soul a “star seed”, not new term 

 

Coptic Church of Egypt images show blue sphere and vibration, his throne is the Ark, 

which could be a device for slowing down his vibration for 3d, vibrations for Jerico 

 

Anshar priestess said Sitchins work is contrived, may be Illuminati-controlled narrative. 

Sitchin pulled from multiple sources 

Narrative was controlled, a religion for us tinfoil hats 

Sumerian translations not accurate says Goode. 

Whole narrative not true says Anshar folks. 

 

“Annunaki” means Royal Seed  (root) 

 Sumerian tablets accurate scribe history. Sanskrit stuff, Vedas, are more interesting for 

us topsiders. Anshar and other inner Earth folks had the open conflicts eons ago. 

 

Refugees came with builder race, “Guardians” (SBA) 

Anshar (4th density) at odds with SBA, who has an agenda? 

Anshar don’t like karma wheel 

They grow crystals for hard drives, telepathic 

 

 

• Time Travel: 

zero time ref: when body and spirit combine at conception 

Time Cone: when spirit and body age, spirit goes up, body down. Age & condition is the 

spread. 
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Time travel to future and the body ages appropriately. You can mitigate this with ET 

tech. 

Time is consciousness based. Belief system a factor. 

Different reports of Lincoln assassination. 

Very personal. 

 

NRO is air force space command, geospatial engineering, tracking, mid-level spacecraft 

& stations 

 

 

• Neuschwabenlanders. Germans on Mars. 

 

no radioactive nukes for underground bases 

industrial complexes, tech, mining  

asteroid mining, freighter craft 

 

natural portals to Mars, they found them 

detachable shipping container craft with small wings and aero front, torsion warp drive. 

 

Temporal jump drives with buffers to prevent time travel, almost a teleportation instant, 

no quantum entanglement, “Quantum Correlation Communications.” 

2 isotopes out of harmony calculations. Vibrations then come back into harmony. 

Like Doppler effect. 

Time paradoxes a problem. Outlawed. Too many separate timelines. 

Time is elastic like space. 

Paradoxes collapse into singularity eventually. 

We choose our timelines consciously! 

Asteroids have platinum and gold. Gold isn’t rare anymore. 

 

Bismuth coil rail guns, MDF, .50 cal, grenade launcher, plastique charge 

Bismuth is a chemical element with the symbol Bi and atomic number 83. Bismuth, a 

pentavalent post-transition metal and one of the pnictogens, chemically resembles its 

lighter homologs arsenic and antimony. Elemental bismuth may occur naturally, 

although its sulfide and oxide form important commercial ores. The free element is 86% 

as dense as lead. It is a brittle metal with a silvery white color when freshly produced, 

but surface oxidation can give it a pink tinge. Bismuth is the most naturally diamagnetic 

element, and has one of the lowest values of thermal conductivity among metals. 

 

 

 

• IMF is part of Earth Alliance, China and Russia big members 

Every culture is represented 

SSP alliance is fractured, many arguments 

The good are getting better, the bad worse 

 

ICC and SSP is planned to be turned over to public at some point. Start of Star Trek. 
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Inner Earth folks pretend to be ascended masters and channellers! 

 

SBA may be the builder race 

Cabal wants WW3 starting in Damascus, some BS biblical shit prophecy 

 

Russia striking against cabal ISIS proxy army 

Cabal preventing any more Snowden type data dumps, iffy proposition 

 

Many generations of folks on SSP colonies, since 1960’s, best and brightest from all 

nations, waves of brain drain operations 

“Save the world and your family by helping us.” 

Poor accomodations, long hours. 

1 million folks worldwide go missing every year. 

Many military recruits. (20 and back) 

 

Material replicators only good for small amounts. Not feasible to replicate tons of 

precious minerals/metals 

quantum level particalization 

Creating matter out of energy like the sun. Background energy of the cosmos as fuel. 

(Food/clothing, etc. is easy) 

 

EX: Mined gold has much better energetic properties than replicated gold. 

Draco favor Earth gold for its healing/high tech properties. 

Mining is a must for all in the cosmos 

 

Draco AI can infect human host. SSP has instrument to test for it. Nanites present. Balck 

Goo. 

 

Time changes density to density. Flow of time is altered for cross communication. 

 

In February 1960, President Eisenhower traveled to Bariloche where he negotiated the 

Joint Declaration of Bariloche with the Argentinian President concerning Peace and 

Freedom in the Americas. The real topic of negotiations, however, allegedly concerned 

deals which would further put the U.S. Military Industrial Complex firmly under the 

control of the Fourth Reich. 

This alliance led to the emergence of the Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate (ICC), 

one of the secret space programs revealed by Goode, which was now in charge of the 

Nazi bases in Antarctica. Therefore it is more than likely that President Obama’s visit to 

Bariloche, was to finalize new deals with the ICC/Nazis, which would facilitate their 

desire to move large number of people and cargo to safe locations in South America and 

Antarctica. 

 

Rh neg bloodline is only religious hyperbole! Its nonsense, says SSP Alliance. 

 

We’re still fighting battles, proxy wars, 500K years old. 

Were pawns. Same old shit. 
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• Dr. Harold Aspden 

free energy, etc. 

Theory of constants at quantum level, he explains ALL. 

Muons…large subatomic particles, all the properties of an electron, 207 times larger 

Tao….34000 times bigger, “heavy electrons” 

Mainstream science does not understand them 

Quantum medium is really made of Muons! 

Pions, Muons, Kaons, Tau, Neutrinos  
 

Reference https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/pions-muons-kaons-tau-

neutrinos.386830/ 

 

 
 

• AGARTHANS 

 

SSP started with German occult groups, Vril, Thule societies 

Draco helped them offworld. Deal with devil. 

Agarthans helped Germans, they were above ground thousands of years ago, went below 

at cataclysm 

 

Greek gods & myths were based on Agarthans, warlike, selfish gods 

changed GODS narrative in 20th century for us 

Agarthan Network cities, very advanced, self reliant, have powerful “SILVER FLEET” 

 

 
 

• Dr. Michael Salla 

 

WW2 German underground bases in Italy, Alps 

Marconi was head of Italian MJ12 

 

High level meetings in Argentina after High Jump. 

Byrd negotiated meetings. Tompkins book. 
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BRICS alliance negotiating with cabal for long term disclosure. SSP alliance wants to 

grease the wheels with ANT. 

 

There are banished inner Earth folks up to mischief, breaking the rules, treaties, etc. 

They wanted positions of power, having kids, going on for millennia 

Large eyes 

 

entity attachments are used on Corey for intelligence, Karee used crystal over him to get 

rid of them, they were attached to his energy vortexes,  

Banished folks communities, backdated to Atlantis, cant handle crowds with telepathy. 

Long lifespans. Keep to themselves. 

Kids have normal lifespans. 

Basque? Atlas Mt. folks? 

 

Financial system:  big change, power away from cabal 

Currencies may be made equal, based on GDP? Maybe. 

Big discredit campaign going on for SSP whistleblowers, control of narrative 

 

 

• Ancient and natural portals  

The ancient system were left behind by many groups, vary in sophistication 

“Hops”  Many hops needed to get to places. Walk or use craft. 

Ancient portals are physical stargates. They are in many solar systems. A ring. 

Ziggurats. Step pyramid. 

 

Wars fought over them. 

Addressing system. Like an IP address. 3 digits. 3 more. 606 Earth, last three digits. 

Once a planet has sentient life, ancient races put up portals. 

Like an internet. 
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Stone slabs, altars, sarcophaguses. 

We needed a hyperdimensional mathematical formula given to us before we could use 

them. 

Angelic ET monitor these gates. 

 

Ancient druids and priest masters kept these secret. Used magnets on a rod to detect 

them. Divining rod. Rods mapped Ley Lines too, energetic points on the Earth. 

 

Magnetic flux in portal area. Sun has connection to all our planets. 

Electromagnetic filiments with torsion field. Traversable worm hole. 

Galaxy is giant torsion field. 

 

Stars move. Magnetic relationships always changing. Calculations are very complex. 

Path of least resistence needed. Farther you go the more complex. 

 

Henry Deacon says it can be a rough trip. You can freak out. Chemical shots help. 

 

Planet to planet no big deal. Star to star is more difficult. Cosmic Web out there is very 

sophisticated. 

 

Modern system is great. Star Trek beaming tech. Portalling things and ships everywhere, 

very flexible, advanced. 

Perfected. Portal anywhere. 

 

We will have to be 4th density before all of us can travel. 

Foreign exchange students! 

ET motherships portal all over the universe. Fun. 

Everything in time and space is connected. 

Entire universe is torsion field. 

 

• SSP 

SSP, wide range of tech. Breakaway society. Different social and control dynamics. 

More totalitarian. 

started with Germany and Prussia. Esoteric spirituality and science combined. Sonora 

Aero Club. Monatomic gold in California gold fields. German chemical companies. 

Industrialists. 

 

George Gurdjieff, mystic, philosopher, found sacred symbol all over the world, briefed 

Himmler and SS. 
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Draco Alliance have many 

races, al with reptoid DNA 

Insectoid types. 

 

Germans encountered Aryan 

Agarthans in Tibet in 1938-42. 

They said they were ETs, but 

no. Ancient Earth civilization, 

breakaway. 

Tenuous understanding with 

Draco Alliance. 

Stay out of each others way. 

 

SSP target wanderers and starseeds for MILAB, standardized tests. They need sociopaths 

to for SSP. 

 

Goode is a wanderer. ET soul. 

 

Pre-Akkadian dialect is common with certain ETs. Sanskrit is root language. 

 

Language is seen as negative, manipulative as seen by higher beings. Stepping stones for 

undeveloped races. 

Hyperdimensional concepts is the way to go. Pictographs. 

Picture is worth 10000 words. 

Symbols mean multiple things. 

Concept cluster. Like in ARRIVAL film. 

 

For inner Earth Anshar, hive mind. Group Consc. A type of priest caste. 

People rotate and do different jobs. 

post disclosure acclimation and consciousness renaissance, other planets and people have 

our problem too 

 

Self teleportation can be done with con. Phasing out with tech gizmo is used today. Folks 

get sick, but its perfected now for walking through walls. 

High level black ops teams. 

 

 

• Parallel Earth: 

Portal: “Xerox Room,” brought you to parallel reality. Unpopular. Painful. Insanity. 

It makes a copy of you, destroys the genny copy of you. 

Parallel universe, Nazis won the war. “Man in the High Tower.” 

This Op can rip reality between worlds. Important & Dangerous. 

In DUMBS. LOC too. 

Process is reversed on the way back. Folks come to our reality too. 
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Spacetime bubbles naturally happen with “time slips”  ET craft do this when they visit 

folks. They manipulate time. 

 

• Life after Disclosure 

 

Low level circular space station and TR3b’s may be revealed. DIA/NSA/USAF/MIC 

This will become old news fast. 

Data Dumps will be Full disclosure. 

Spurts. Tit for tat. Alliance & cabal. 

Bad crimes hidden. No occult stuff. 

 

We’ll need to overcome our worship/hatred of ETs, no new religions! 

ICC and Mars base will be handed over to Alliance & us 

 

Psychotic breaks happen when SSP members are thrust into program. Its freaky! 

Smell, hearing, sound, vomiting. 

Sick feeling until you get used to them. 

Any planet with money is a slave planet 

 

Debt forgiveness, financial new system. No rich folks. Jubilee planned? 

Negotiations happening. Boost for 3rd world countries. 

Level playing field. Money valued the same. 

Special Drawing Rights. 

 

Draco AI must be defeated, a tall order. 

AI must be taken out by solar activity, then Draco are confused and can be dealt with. 

SME ejection, mass con. Change. 2018-24 window. 

All tech INOP! 

Consciousness based crystal tech, SSP tech. 

Psychics used for communication, executive order on SME. 

 

We need to handle shit positively with clemency & amnesty, 

but we will be untrusting, so no ET help if we get into revenge mode 

 

Access to astral plane and lifetimes, higher self, ascension 

telepathy first, not telekinesis 

 

SBA guardian beings will arrive to help, make sure no others take advantage of situation. 

 

 
• Underground Disclosure, march 7th, 2017 

Antarctica tours. VIPs. 

Vimana rides for VIPs 

 

Catalyzing event needed….Alliance wants trials to start 
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Limited Disclosure: 

 

prehistoric animals 

human civilization found. 100K years old. 

then limited space program, similar ruins around solar system 

then spaceships in ANT 

Underwater artifacts 

 

Alliance wants full disclosure NOW 

Tribunals, not secret 

CNN news broadcast like Nuremburg 

Crimes against humanity level 

 

FEMA camps under Marine assault if no surrender 

non terrestrials found 

Draco involved, Marines in shock 

Canadian Marines involved 

 

Underground DUMBS battle, earthquakes in Malibu and Italy 

Alliance is a bunch of tough nuts, ugly battles, times are tough, need to avert WW3 

 

All aircraft carriers ordered back to port 

officer swap? 

Purge? 

RE-stocked with new tech, black tech, new drones, quad copters 

AI used for NAV, landing, autonomous 

Prolific tech, soon in public sector, soon to replace rotors with antigrav 

 

Alliance control HAARP now 

Arctic Vortex 

California drought gone, drought was a weapon, political blackmail 

Food production affected 

 

Agarthans invited the breakaway Germans at end of war to the ruins in Antarctica. 

Aldebarans too. Nordic ETs. 

and directed them to caverns in Argentina and nearby 

U boat bases used pre-existing facilities 

Nazis posed as ETs in the 50’s with Nordics. Subterfuge common. 
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